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Modules for Z=p Z=p

Jon F. Carlson*, Eric M. Friedlander** and Andrei Suslin***

Abstract. We investigate various aspects of the modular representation theory of Z=p Z=p
with particular focus on modules of constant Jordan type. The special modules we consider and
the constructions we introduce not only reveal some of the structure of Z=p Z=p/-modules
butalso provide a guide to further study of the representation theory of more general finite group
schemes.
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0. Introduction

In this paper, we investigate finite dimensional kG-modules, where k is a field of
characteristic p > 0 and G D Z=p Z=p. Our objective is to introduce some new
constructions and invariants for modules and to explore some of their properties. For

p > 2,kG has wildrepresentation type so thatthiselementary group algebra provides
agood test for various constructions and techniques in modular representation theory.
For example, the special case of G D Z=p Z=p proved to be critical in the proof
given in [7] that the generic and maximal Jordan types are well defined for a finite
dimensional module over an arbitrary finite group scheme.

In joint work with Julia Pevtsova [2], we introduced a special class of modules for
finite groups schemes, those of constant Jordan type. Most of the kG-modules we
consider in this paper satisfy this property of constant Jordan type, and much of our
effort is directed toward understanding as much as possible for such modules. We
introduce a more restrictiveproperty, the “equal images property”, satisfied bycertain
kG-modules and closed under taking quotients. We observe in Proposition 5.8 that
there is a vast array of non-isomorphic indecomposable kG-modules which satisfy
this equal images property, suggesting that kG-modules of constant Jordan type
constitute a wild category forp > 2.

*Partially supported by the NSF grant # 0654173.
**Partially supported by the NSF grant # 0300525.

***Partially supported by the NSF.
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Our examples and constructions not only reveal interesting modules for kG but
also suggest possible extensions from G to more general finite group schemes.

We begin with the equal images property and a particularly explicit class of
kGmodulessatisfying the property. These we call “W modules”. W modulesof the form
Wn;2 have appeared in earlier work as “zig-zag” modules. Despite their seemingly
special nature, the class of W modules provides a splitting of the Jordan type functor
from theGrothendieck group ofmodules of constant Jordan type toZp Theorem 4.2).
Moreover, every kG-module with the equal images property is a quotient of a W
module Theorem 5.4).

In [6], the second author and Julia Pevtsova introduced vector bundles associated
to finite dimensional modules for an infinitesimal group scheme which have constant

j-type. This construction of vector bundles holds considerable promise in that it
distinguishes various modules with the same local Jordan type and might exhibit
explicit newly discovered vector bundles on quite elaborate singular varieties. In the
special case of the infinitesimal group scheme G2a.1/ with group algebra isomorphic

to kG, this construction produces vector bundles on P1.k/ which are accessible to
computation. We give explicit determination of the first and second kernel bundles
for W modules.

We introduce the construction of the “generic kernel” as well as the “generic
image”) of a finite dimensional kG-module, a module which has the equal image
property and thus is of constant Jordan type. This is essentially an extension of
a construction introduced in [7] in order to prove that the “maximal Jordan type”
of a kG-module is well defined, independent of the choice of generators of the
augmentation ideal of kG. The generic kernel of a finite dimensional kG-moduleM
can be characterized as the maximal submodule of M which has the equal images
property Proposition 7.8).

In Theorem 8.10 we exhibit an interesting filtration on kG-modules of constant
rank which differs from the radical filtration. This filtration involves duality
relating generic kernels and generic images, providing further insight into specific
kG-modules. A cautionary example is provided in Example 9.4.

Corollary 11.3 identifies all cyclic kG-modules of constant Jordan type: they are
all of the form kG=I t a quotient of kG by some power of the augmentation ideal.
This result is surprisingly difficult to prove, and requires properties of the Wronskian
of a collection of polynomials with coefficients in a field of characteristicp > 0.

We conclude this paper by identifying various vector bundles over P1 associated

with certain classes of kG-modules. For this, we invoke a basic property of generic
kernels to determine kernel bundles for cyclic kG-modules of constant Jordan type.
We also determine kernel bundles for Heller shifts of the trivial module and certain
kG-modules of constant rank associated to nilpotent cohomology classes.

We reiterate that unless specified otherwise p denotes a prime number, k is a field
of characteristic p, and G denotes the group Z=p Z=p. IfM is a vector space over
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k perhaps with more structure, such as the structure of a kG-module) and if K=k is
a field extension, then we denote byMK the K-vector space K kM. For notational
simplicity, we shall denote M k N by M N for vector spaces M, N over k.

We gratefully acknowledge numerous useful conversations with Julia Pevtsova.
We also thank the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute for its hospitality during
the spring of 2008 when some of this paper was written. Furthermore, we thank the
referee for a very detailed reading of this paper.

1. Recollections

For the convenience of the reader, we briefly summarize here some of the general
results to be found in earlier papers which serve as the foundations for this present

work. These general results are typically formulated for an arbitrary finite group
scheme over k, our “base field” of characteristic p > 0. Some results only apply to
infinitesimal group schemes. Since the group algebra of Z=p Z=p is isomorphic
to the group algebra of the infinitesimal group scheme Ga.1/ Ga.1/, these results
are fully available in our study of kZ=p Z=p-modules.

The isomorphism type of a finite dimensional kOEt tp/-module M is said to be

the Jordan type of M. For M of dimension m, this Jordan type is specified by a

partition of m; the Jordan types are partially ordered according to the dominance
ordering of partitions. We denote a Jordan type by JType.M/. Should we wish to be
more explicit, we denote the Jordan type of M by

P
p
iD1

ai OEi with m D P
p
iD1

ai i
meaning that the Jordan canonical form of t on M has ai blocks of size i Thus. the
indecomposable kOEt tp/-modules of dimension i has Jordan type OEi

For anarbitrary finite group schemeG, the cohomologicalvariety, Spec H G;k/,
is theprime idealspectrum of thefinitely generated commutative k-algebraH G;k/,
where H G;k/ H G; k/ is the subalgebra of the cohomology algebra H G; k/
generated by the elements of even degree if p is odd, and H G; k/ is the full algebra
H G; k/ if k has characteristic 2. If M is a kG-module, then the cohomological
support variety of M is the spectrum of the quotient of H G; k/ by the annihilator
ideal of ExtkG M;M/,

Spec H G; k/=AnnH G;k/.ExtkG M; M//:

It is convenient to view support varieties in terms of -points of G.

Definition 1.1. LetG be anelementary abelianp-group. A -point K W
KOEt tp/

KG is a flat map of K-algebras for some field extension K=k. If the group G were
not a p-group, then the definition would also impose the condition that K factor
through a unipotent subgroup scheme.)
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Two -points, K W
KOEt tp/ KG and L W

LOEt tp/ LG are equivalent

if for any finite dimensional kG-module M, the restriction of MK D K M along

K is a free KG-module if and only if the restriction of ML along L is a free

LG-module.
The set of equivalence classes of -points of G is the set of points of a projective

k-scheme ….G/.
The …-support space of a kG-module M is the reduced subscheme ….G/M

K

… G/ whose points are those represented by -points K W KOEt tp/ KG with
the property that MK/ is not projective.

As verified in [5], Theorem 7.5, for any finite group scheme G there is a natural
isomorphism Proj H G; k/ Š ….G/ which restricts to an isomorphism

Proj H G; k/=AnnH G;k/.ExtkG M; M/// Š ….G/M:

Definition 1.2. A finite dimensional kG-module M is said to have constant rank if
the rank of the operator K.t/ W MK MK is independent of choice of the -point

K W
KOEt tp/ KG.

Similarly, M is said to have constantj -rank for some j; 1 j < p) if the rankof
K.t//j W MK MK is independent of choice of -point K W

KOEt tp/ KG.
Finally,M issaid to have constantJordan type if the Jordan type of K.t/ W MK

MK is independent of choice of -point K W
KOEt tp/ KG.

For infinitesimal group schemes, there is yet another perspective on support
varieties.

Definition 1.3. Let G be an infinitesimal group scheme over k. A 1-parameter
subgroup ofG of heightr over a field extensionK=k is a morphism K W Ga.r/;K GK
ofgroup schemesoverK. There is a naturally constructedaffine groupscheme Vr.G/
whose points with values in any commutative k-algebraAare naturally identifiedwith
the set of morphisms W Ga.r/;A GA of group schemes over A.

As verified in [13], Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 6.8, there is a natural morphism

Vr.G/ Spec H G; k/ which is a homeomorphism of underlying spaces for any
infinitesimal group scheme of height r; moreover, this homeomorphism restricts
to a homeomorphism of closed subspaces

Vr.G/M Š Spec H G; k/=AnnH G;k/.ExtkG M; M//;
where Vr.G/M Vr.G/ is the closed subvariety consisting of those 1-parameter
subgroups K W Ga.r/K GK such that K B / MK/ is not projective. Here,

W
kOEt tp/ kGa.r/ is the map of algebras but not of Hopf algebras) sending t

to the divided power operator d
dt /.r 1//.
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ForG D Z=p r an elementaryabelian p-group of rank r, we have isomorphisms
of k-schemes

Ar Š Spec H G; k/ Š V1.G r
a.1//;

Pr 1
Š Proj H G; k/ Š ….G/:

For any scheme X over k and any commutative k-algebra A we denote by X.A/ the
set of A-valued maps SpecA X. In particular, P1.k/ denotes the set of k-rational
points of P1.

Finally, we recall the structure of algebraic vector bundles on P1 given byA.
Grothendieck in [8], Theorem 1. Any such bundle is a direct sum of the line bundles of
the form OP1.n/ for some n 2 Z, the Serre twists of the structure sheaf OP1 Under
Serre’s correspondence see [9], II.5.15), OP1.n/ corresponds to the graded module
AOEn for the graded ring A D kOEx; y where AOEn in degree d equals A in degree

d C n.

2. The equal images property

Although this paper concerns the representation theory of Z=p Z=p, this section
is valid for an elementary abelian p-group of arbitrary rank. Thus, in this section,
we take G D Z=p/r for some r 2: Our purpose in this section is to introduce the

“equal images property” for a finite dimensional kG-module and to explore some of
its implications.

For notation, we let kG D kOEt1; : : : ; tr tp
1 ; : : : ;tp

r /. The radical of kG is the
augmentation ideal Rad.kG/ generated by x1; :: : ;xr where for each i xi is the class

of ti modulo the ideal tp1 ; : : : ; tp
r /. Thus, xp

i D 0 for all i
The data of a K-algebra homomorphism K W

KOEt tp/ KG is equivalent to
a choice of

` K D K.t/ 2 KGI 1)

the condition that K be flat is equivalent to the condition that ` K be an element of
Rad.KG/nRad2 KG/, that is, in the radical ofKG since t 2 KOEt tp/ is nilpotent)
but not in the square of the radical of KG. In what follows we let ` K D ` the field
K being implicit in the definition of

The condition that the finite dimensional kG-moduleM has constant Jordan type
can be reformulated in more classical terms as follows.

Proposition 2.1. A finite dimensional kG-module M has constant Jordan type if
and only if for some algebraic closure K=k and for all non-zero r-tuples 0 6D a D
a1; : : : ; ar/ 2 Kr the Jordan type of

Pi aixi acting on MK is independent of a.
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Proof. Let K be an algebraic closure of k. For 0 6D a D a1; : : : ; ar/ 2 Kr let

a W
KOEt tp/ KG be the -point which takes t to

P aiti Clearly, if M has

constant Jordan type, then that type is the Jordan type at every a.
We recall that there is a partial ordering on Jordan types of -points onM given by

K

the dominance ordering on partitions of the dimension ofM. We use [7], 2.7, which
asserts the following two non-trivial properties of maximal and generic Jordan types.
First, the Jordan type ofM at any -point whose equivalence class in ….G/ D Pr 1

is a generic point, is greater or equal to the Jordan type at any -point of kG. Second,

if MK/ achieves this maximal Jordan type i.e., the generic Jordan type), then
this maximal Jordan type is also the Jordan type for any L ML/ whenever K is
equivalent to L.

To prove the converse, we now assume that a.MK/ has Jordan type independent

of 0 6D a 2 Kr for some K=k algebraically closed. Then for an explicit choice
of representative of the generic point of ….G/ the Jordan type is the same as that
of each a.MK/ using the fact that maximality of the Jordan type of M for points
of Ar is an open condition). Thus, this common Jordan type is the maximal Jordan
type of M among all -points. Because maximality of the Jordan type of M is
achieved by some representative of a point of ….G/ if and only if it is achieved at

every representative, maximality of the Jordan type ofM is an open condition on the
scheme of ….G/ of equivalence classes of -points. Because the points of ….G/
represented by -points of the form a are dense by the Hilbert Nullstellensatz, we
conclude that maximality holds at every -point of kG. In other words, M must
have constant Jordan type.

In much of what follows we take some care to avoid imposing any condition other
than the characteristic on our base field k. Some of the reasons for this care are

revealed in the following cautionary example.

Example 2.2. Let G D Z=p Z=p and suppose that k is not algebraically closed.
Write kG D kOEx;y xp; yp/. Let f z/ be a polynomial of degree n which has no

root in k. Consider the 2n-dimensional kG-module with x, y acting as

x
0 0

In 0
; y!

0 0

Cn 0
:

where In is the n n identity matrix and Cn is the companion matrix of f z/ so that

f z/ D Det.zIn Cn/).
Then for any 0 6D a; b/ 2 k2, the image of axCby onM has dimension n, equal

to Rad.M/. This easily implies that the image of ax C by on M is independent of
0 6D a;b/ 2 k2. Thus, the Jordan type ofM at k-rational pointsofA2 is independent

of the choice of k-rational point, and in fact equals the maximal Jordan type of M.
However, if we take K=k to be a finite field extension in which f x/ has a root
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then the rank of x y W MK MK has dimension less than n. Hence, M does not
have constant Jordan type or constant rank.

We now introduce a property of certain kG-modules which we shall see implies
the property of constant Jordan type.

Definition 2.3. A finite dimensional kG-moduleM is said to have the equal images
property if

.` MK// D .` ML//

for any two -points K W KOEt tp/ KG and L W LOEt tp/ LG and for any
field extension of both K, L. Here, as in 1), ` D K.t /.

Our notation here is that

` MK/ D Im f` W MK MKg

is the image of multiplication by ` onMK. Observe that in Definition 2.3 it suffices
to consider fields K, L, which are finitely generated over k.

The equal images property was called the “constant images property” in [1].
We shall need some equivalent conditions for the equal images property. The

following lemma will be useful for this purpose. Here we make no assumptions on
the field k other than that it has characteristic p.

Lemma 2.4. Let` be any element which is inRad.kG/ but not in Rad2 kG/. Wewrite

` DP
r
iD1 aixiCu for a1; : : : ;ar 2 k and u 2 Rad2 kG/. Thenfor any kG-module

M it must be that `M D Rad.M/ if and only if P
r
iD1 aixi/M D Rad.M/.

Proof. Let N D Rad.M/ and suppose that `M D Rad.M/ D N. So uM
Rad.N /, and by Nakayama’s Lemma [3], we have that

P
r
iD1 aixi/M D N D

Rad.M/. This proves one direction. The proof in the other direction is almost
identical.

With the above lemma, we can give an equivalent definition for the equal images
property.

Proposition 2.5. Suppose that M is a kG-module. The following are equivalent.

1) The module M has the equal images property.

2) For any extension K of k and any r-tuple a D a1; : : : ; ar/ 2 Kr of elements

of K, such that not all of the ai ’s are zero, we have that
P

r
iD1 aixi/MK D

Rad.MK/.
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Proof. First suppose that M has the equal images property. Then for all i and j
we have that xiM D xjM and hence that xiM D P

r
jD1.xjM/ D Rad.M/. Now

suppose that K is any extension of k and that K W KOEt tp/ kG is the -point
given by K.t/ D P

r
iD1 aixi Then by the equal images property

` MK/ D x1MK D x1.K M/ D K x1M D K Rad.M/ D Rad.MK/:

This shows that 1) implies 2). The reverse implication is straightforward with the
help of Lemma 2.4.

A main point of the next proposition is that everything becomes much easier when
the field of coefficients is algebraically closed.

Proposition 2.6. LetM be a finite dimensionalkG-module and letK be an algebraic
closure of k. Then the following are equivalent:

1) M has the equal images property.

2) For all ` 2 Rad.KG/ n Rad2 KG/, we have that `.MK/ D Rad.MK/:
3) The submodule `.MK/ MK is independent of ` 2 Rad.KG/ n Rad2 KG/.
4) For all 0 6D a 2 Kr Im fP

r
iD1 aixi W MK MKg D Rad.MK/:

5) The submodule
P

r
iD1 aixi/.MK/ MK is independent of the non-zero

element a D a1; : : :; ar/ 2 Kr :

Proof. The implication 1) H) 2) is a consequence of Lemma 2.4 and Proposition

2.5. Also, 2)()(4), by Lemma 2.4. It is obvious that 2) H)(3)()(5). If
5) holds, then we must have that xiMK D xjMK for all i and j Therefore, for any

0 6D a 2 Kr we have that Im
fP

r
iD1 ai ti W MK MKg D x1MK D Rad.MK/:

Hence, 5) 4). It remains only to show that 1) is implied by any of the other
statements.

To prove that 2) 1), it suffices to assume 2) and consider some flat map

LW
LOEt tp/ LG with L=K finitely generated, then prove that L.ML/ D

Rad.ML/. We proceed by contradiction. Assume that ` ML/ 6D Rad.ML/, so

that the dimension ` ML/ is strictly less than the dimension of Rad.ML/. Choose
a finitely generated K-subalgebra A L with field of fractions L such that there
exists some flat A-algebra homomorphism A W

AOEt tp/ AG with the property
that L D L A A. For some specialization

W A K determining K D
K A AW KOEt tp/ KG, the dimension of ` MK/ which is equal to the
specialization of the Noetherian A-module A.t/.MA/ at is strictly less than the
dimension of Rad.MK/. This contradicts 2).

We give the following first example of a kG-module with the equal images property.
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Example 2.7. Let I D Rad.kG/ kG be the augmentation ideal. Then Ij has

constant Jordan type for all j 0 j rp 1 and I rp
D 0). This is a consequence

of the fact that I is invariant under all automorphisms of the group algebra and
whenever u; v are two elements of Rad.kG/ that are not in Rad2 kG/, then there
is an automorphism that takes u to v. On the other hand, Ij has the equal images
property if and only if r 1/.p 1/ j That is, for j < r 1/.p 1/, it is
straightforward to construct a monomial in x1; : :: ; xr that is a multiple of x1 but not
a multiple of x2. See Example 3.2 below.)

The preceding example suggests the following relationship between the constant
Jordan type property and the equal images property.

Proposition 2.8. Let M be a finite dimensional kG-module with the equal images
property. Then

1) Rads M/ also has the equal images property for all s > 0, and

2) M has constant Jordan type.

Proof. Let K=k be an algebraic closure, and suppose that `1 and `2 are two elements

of Rad.KG/ that are not in Rad2 kG/. Then

`1`2M D `1 Rad.MK/ D `2`1MK D `2 Rad.MK/:

Because Rad.MK/ D Rad.M/K, we have thatRad.M/has theequal imagesproperty
by Proposition 2.6. Applying this again we get that Rad.Rad.M// D Rad2 M/
has the equal images property and the first statement follows by a finite induction.
Moreover, we see that for `1; : : : ; `i 2 Rad.KG/ n Rad2 KG/, `i : : : `1.MK/ D
Radi MK/ D `i MK/.1

Now, the Jordan type of ` D `1 onMK is determined by the ranks of the operators

`i 1 i < p. SinceM has the equal images property, therank of `i is the dimension
of Radi MK/. Hence M has constant Jordan type by Proposition 2.1.

One pleasing aspect of the equal images property is its stability under taking
quotients. The proof of the followingproposition is essentially immediate, a consequence

of the observation that if M Mx is a quotient map of kG-modules then the image
of any K.t/ on Mx is the quotient of the image of K.t/ on M.

Proposition 2.9. LetM bea kG-module with the equal images propertyand suppose

that L is a submodule of M. Then M=L has the equal images property.

The above stability of the equal images property should be contrasted with the
weaker property of constant Jordan type: any free kG-module has constant Jordan
type, but most quotients do not.
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3. W modules and the equal images property

In this and subsequent sections, G denotes the finite group Z=p Z=p and k is a

field of characteristic p. For notation, we let kG D kOEt1; t2 t p; tp/, having radical1 2
generated by x and y which are the classes of t1 and t2.

As considered in [2], §2 where the dual module is considered), the “zig-zag”
modules

v1

y

v2

x y

: : : vn

x

: : :

have constant Jordan type n 1/OE2 C OE1 The nodes in the diagram represent
elements of a basis for the module. The arrows indicate the actions of x and y on

these basis elements. We can write such a module which we denote by Wn;2) as the
kG-module generated by elements fv1; : : : ;vng with relations generated by

xv1 D 0 D yvn D x2
vnI x2vi D 0 D yvi xviC1; for 1 i < n 1:

For p 3, we have the following analogue of zig-zag modules which we denote

Wn;3):

v1

y

v2

x y

v3

x

: : : vn 1

y

vn

x

y x y

: : :

x
: : :

As a kG-module, Wn;3 is generated by fv1;: : :; vng with relations generated by

xv1 D 0 D yvn D x3
vnI x3vi D 0 D yvi xviC1; for 1 i < n 1:

Clearly, the Jordan type of either x or y on Wn;3 is n 2/OE3 C OE2 C OE1 As
verified more generally in Proposition 3.3, Wn;d has the equal images property so

that by Proposition 2.8, it too has constant Jordan type.
We proceed to investigate these “W ” modules. Here is the general definition.

Definition 3.1. Let n d 1 and d p. The W module Wn;d is the kG-module
generated by fv1; : : : ;vng with relations generated by

xv1 D 0 D yvn D xd
vnI xd vi D 0 D yvi xviC1; for 1 i < n 1:

For 1 n d, we set Wn;d equal to Wn;n as above.
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Example 3.2. As an example, we note that high powers of the radical of kG are W
modules. Specifically, the module RadpCi 1 kG/ Š Wp i;p i for i D 0; : : : ; p 1
as it has a set of generators

v1 D xp 1yi ; v2 D xp 1y iC1; : : : ; vp i D xiyp 1

which satisfy precisely the relation of Definition 3.1, with n D d D p i
As defined, whether or not a kG-module M is a W module appears to depend

upon our choice of generators x; y of Rad.kG/. But we see in Corollary 5.7, which
follows, that being a W module is independent of the choice of generators.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that n, d are positive integers such that d p. ThenWn;d
has the equal images property. Thus, Wn;d has constant Jordan type given by

n d C 1/OEd C OEd 1 C COE1 : 2)

Proof. By Proposition 2.6, it suffices to verify that Im fax C by W MK MKg D
Im fx W MK MKg for every 0 6D a; b/ 2 K2, where M D Wn;d and K=k is an
algebraic closure. So assume that k D K is algebraically closed. Note that Rad.M/
is generated by the elements yv1; : : : ; yvn 1, and we know that yvi D xviC1. So,

xWn;d D yWn;d D Rad.Wn;d/. Hence, the equal images property is a consequence
of the observation that the k-subspace spanned by ax Cby/v1; : : : ; ax Cby/vn is
the same as the subspace spanned by yv1; : : :; yvn 1.

According to Proposition 2.8, Wn;d thus has constant Jordan type. The Jordan
type n d C 1/OEd C OEd 1 C COE1 is determined by inspection.

For use below, we record the following elementary properties of W modules.

Proposition 3.4. Consider Wn;d for some n d 1 and d p. For any i with
1 i d,

Wn;d Radi Wn;d/ Š Wn;i : 3)

Furthermore, if n1; n2; : : : ; nm, d1; d2; : : : ; dm are positive integers with di p for
all i then there exists a surjective homomorphism

W Wn;d °m
iD1Wni ;di

where n DPni and p d maxfdig.

Proof. The first assertion is evident from Definition 3.1.
To define a map satisfying the conditions of the second assertion we let r1 D 0

and inductively let ri D ri 1 C ni 1 for i D 2; : : : ; m. Note that rm C nm D n.
Now let be given on the generators of Wn;d as

vriCj / D vj
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for all 1 i m and 1 j ni Note here that the elements vriCj on the left side

of the equation should be interpreted as the standard generators as in Definition 3.1 of
the module Wn;d and the element vj on the right side of the equation is the standard
generator of Wni ;di To check that is a homomorphism, we need only note that the
relations among the generators of Wn;d are also satisfied by their images under
In addition, is surjective because every generator of the codomain is in the image
of

We record further natural maps of W modules which we will use in the next
section.

Definition 3.5. We define natural maps of kG-modules for any n d > 1 and

d p:
n;d W Wn 1;d 1 Wn;d 4)

defined by identifying Wn 1;d 1 with Rad.Wn;d /.
We define natural maps of kG-modules for any n > d 1 and d p:

n;d W Wn;d Wn 1;d 5)l
n;d ; r

where l
n;d vi/ D vi 1 i < n; l

n;d vn/ D 0 D
r
n;d v1/; r

n;d vi/ D vi 1,

1 < i n.

We conclude this section with a useful statement concerning the generation of
the indecomposable W module M D Wn;d Let v1; :: : ; vn be generators for M
satisfying the relations of Definition 3.1. Let a; b/ be any pair of elements of k,
which are not both zero. Then the element

va;b D a n 1v1 an 2bv2 C an 3 b2v3 C C. 1/n 1 bn 1vn

has the property that

ax C by/va;b D 0: 6)

This is a straightforward verification using the relations that xv1 D 0, yv1 D xv2,
and so forth.

Proposition 3.6. Let M D Wn;d for some n d 1: Suppose that the pairs
a1; b1/; : : : ; an; bn/ in k2 have the property that the classes ha1; b1i;: : : ; han; bni

are mutually distinct elements of P1.k/. Then

M D
n

X
iD1

Ker f.aix C biy/ W M Mg: 7)
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Proof. Fornotationalconvenience, letKdenote
P

n
iD1

Ker f.aixCbiy/W M Mg.
To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that each vi lies in K. To prove this,
we show that the k-subspace V spanned by v1; :: : ;vn coincides with the k-subspace

W K spanned by va1;b1 ; : :: ; van;bn Clearly, W V since each vai ;bi is in
V Consequently, if we show that W has dimension n, then W D V V K and

M D K.
To prove that W has dimension n, it suffices to show that the elements vai ;bi ; for

i D 1; : : : ;n, are linearly independent. This is equivalent to the non-vanishing of the
determinant

Det

an 1
1 an 2

1 b1 : :: bn 1
1

an 1
2 an 2

2 b2 : :: bn 1
2

0BBBB@

: ::
an 1

n an 2
n bn : :: bn 1

n

1CCCCA : 8)

The above is aVandermonde determinant formally factor an 1
i out of the i th row

to put it in the form given in [10]). Formally, it is a polynomial in the variables

a1; : :: ; an; b1; : : : ; bn and has value
Qi<j aj bi aibj /. Consequently, because

the elements ha1; b1i; :: : ;han; bni are distinct, we have the determinant is not zero.
Hence the dimension of W is n and the proposition is proved.

4. The Quillen exact category of W modules

We briefly recall for our context of W modules the Quillen exact category structure
considered in [1]. We shall be interested in the case G D Z=p Z=p, but the
following definitions apply to any finite group scheme.

Let
E W 0 M1 M2 M3 0

be any short exact sequence of finite dimensional kG-modules. Then this sequence

is said to be locally split if for any -point K W
KOEt tp/ KG the pull-back

of E via K, 0 K.M1;K/ K.M2;K/ K.M3;K/ 0 is a split exact
sequence. An admissible monomorphism, denoted M1 M2, is an injective map

of kG-modules which fits into a locally split short exact sequence; an admissible
epimorphism, denotedM2 M3, is a surjective map of kG-modules which fits into
a locally split short exact sequence.

As in [1], it is straightforward to verify that the following determines an exact
subcategory of the Quillen exact category of finite dimensional kG-modules with
locally split short exact sequences.

Definition 4.1. We denote by C the Quillen exact category of modules of constant
Jordan type as considered in [1]. We denote by CW the additive full subcategory
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generated by kG-modules of the form Wn;d Then CW C inherits the structure
of a Quillen exact category.

If K0.C/ is the Grothendieck group of C, then there is a homomorphism
JType

W K0.C/ Zp, which takes the class of M to its Jordan type JType.M/
at any -point.

Theorem 4.2. Let W CW C be the inclusion of Quillen exact categories and let

W K0.CW / K0.C/ denote the induced map on Grothendieck groups. Then the
composition

JType B W K0.CW / Zp

is an isomorphism. Thus, gives a left splitting of the Jordan type homomorphism

JType
W K0.C/ Zp :

The groupK0.CW / is minimallygenerated by the set of classes fOEWn;n j 1 n pg.

Proof. Surjectivity of JType B is clear, for the images under JType B of the classes

of the modules

Wp;p; Wp 1;p Wp 1;p 1; : : : ; W2;p; W1;p D k

generate Zp. Indeed, by 2) we see that

JType.Wn;p/ D OEn C OEn 1 C COE1 ; 1 n p: 9)

Thus, fWn;p j 1 n pg is also a linearly independent subset of K0.CW /.
To prove injectivity, we first observe the existence of a locally split exact sequence

0 Wn;d Wn 1;d ° Wn 1;d Wn 2;d 0 10)

whenever n 1 d 1 and d p. Here we have D
l
n;d ; r

n;d/ and D
r
n 1;d ; l

n 1;d /, with l
n;d

r
n;d as in 5). Note that each of these sequences is

locally split because the middle term has precisely the same constant) Jordan type
as the direct sum of the two ends. The sequences in 10) provide the relations

OEWn;d D 2OEWn 1;d OEWn 2;d D 0I n 1 d 1; d p: 11)

Theserelationseasily enable us to writeanyWn;d asan integral linearcombination
of Wm;p Wm;m with m d p. In particular, we conclude that K0.CW / is
generated by fWn;p j 1 n pg.
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5. The ubiquity of W modules

Proposition 2.8 tells us that modules with the equal images property are modules of
constant Jordan type. In Theorem 5.4, we verify that every module with the equal
image property is a quotient of some W module.

Using the classification by A. Heller and I. Reiner [11] of kG-modules with
radical square equal to 0, we identify those modules which also have the equal images
property.

Proposition 5.1. Assume that M is a kG-module having the equal images property
and satisfying Rad2 M/ D f0g. ThenM is isomorphic to a direct sum ofW modules.
More precisely, there exist integers s; t and n1; : : : ; nt such that

M Š Wn1;2 °Wn1;2 ° °Wnt ;2 ° ks : 12)

Proof. The indecomposable kG-modules M with Rad2 M/ D f0g have been
completely classified in [11]. As pointed out in [1], using this classification it is an easy
exercise to verify that if an indecomposable kG-module M with Rad2 M/ D f0g
has the equal images property then M is isomorphic to some Wn;2 or k.

From the above, we get some information on the Jordan types of modules with
the equal images property.

Proposition 5.2. Suppose that M has the equal images property and that the
constant) Jordan type of M is apOEp C ap 1OEp 1 C Ca1OE1 Then there exists a

non-negative integer s such that ai D 0 for i > s and ai ¤ 0 for i s.

Proof. Let ni D Dim.Radi 1 M// Dim.Radi M//. Recall from Section 2, that

xiM D Radi M/ because of the equal images property. Hence, ni is the number of
Jordan blocks of the action of x on M that have size at least i Let s be the greatest
integer such that ns ¤ 0 or equivalently, such that Rads 1 M/ ¤ f0g. Clearly,

ai D 0 for i > s, since the operation of x on M has no Jordan blocks of size larger
than s. Moreover, as D ns and for i < s, we have that ai D ni ni 1.

Now by Propositions 2.8 and 2.9, the modules Ni D Radi 1 M/= RadiC1 M/
have the equal images property for all i Moreover, Rad2 Ni/ D f0g. Hence by
Proposition 5.1, each Ni is a sum ofW modules of the form Wm;2. It follows that

ni D Dim.Ni= Rad.Ni// > Dim.Rad.Ni// D niC1

for all i D 1; : : : ; s. Consequently, ai ¤ 0 for 1 i s.

Our next proposition is the key to establishing that modules with the equal images
property are quotients of direct sums of W modules.
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Proposition 5.3. Suppose that M has the equal images property and that m is an
element of M. For n sufficiently large, there exists a map

W Wn;p M such

that for some s, vs/ D m where vs 2 Wn;p is a generator as in the notation of
Definition 3.1.

Proof. We first verify that for some t there exist elements m0; m1: : : : ;mt such that

m0 D mI ymi D xmiC1 for i D 0; :: : ; t 1I ymt D 0: 13)

We proceed by induction on r where r is the least integer such that Radr M/ D f0g.
In the case that r D 1, M is a sum of trivial modules, so that we may assume that

t D 1. If r D 2, then we use Proposition 5.1 and the explicit structure of Wn;2 to
obtain m0; m1: : : : ;mt satisfying 13).

Proceeding inductively, we may assume that m 62 Rad.M/. For if m 2 Rad.M/,
we appeal to our induction hypothesis to find elements m0; m1: : : : ; mt in Rad.M/
satisfying 13) since Rad.M/ also has the equal images property. By Proposition 5.1,
there exist integers q and n1; : : :; nq, some of which may be equal to 1) such that

M= Rad2 M/ Š Wn1;2 ° ° Wnq;2. Consequently, if n is the maximum of the
integers n1; : : :; nq, then n 2 and we can find elementsm0; : : : ;mn such thatm0 D
m and for all i D 0; :: : ; n 1, ymi D xmiC1 and also that ymn 2 Rad2 M/. Then
by induction we can find mnC1; : : : mt in Rad.M/ for some t so that ymi D xmiC1
for i D n; : : : ; t 1 and that ymt D 0.

Interchanging the roles of x and y, we conclude that there exist an integer s 1
and elements m0; : : : ;m s such that

m D m0I ymi 1 D xmi for i D 0; :: : ; s C 1I xm s D 0: 14)

Hence, we obtain a well defined kG-homomorphism

W WsCtC1;p MI vi/ D m s 1Ci :

Theorem 5.4. Suppose that M is a kG-module. Then M has the equal images
property if and only if there exist a positive integer n and a surjective homomorphism

W Wn;d M;

where d satisfies Radd M/ D 0.

Proof. If such a map exists, thenM has the equal images property by Lemma 2.9.
Hence, we assume thatM has the equal images property. Our objective istoconstruct
the map

Let m1; : : : ; mn be a collection of elements such that the cosets mi C Rad.M/
for i D 1; :: : ;n form a basis for M=Rad.M/. By Proposition 5.3, for each i there
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is an integer ni and a homomorphism i W W2ni ;p M such that i vni / D mi
Thus by Nakayama’s Lemma we have that the sum of the maps

‰ W L
n
iD1 W2ni ;p M

given by ‰.w1; : :: ; wn/ D P i.wi/ is surjective. Moreover, each summand of
this map clearly factors through W2ni ;p=Radd W2ni;p/. The proof of the theorem is
thus completed by an appeal to Proposition 3.4.

The following corollary of Theorem 5.4 will be key to our discussion in Section 7

of generic kernels.

Corollary 5.5. Suppose that k is an infinite field and that S P1.k/ is infinite. Let

M be any kG-module having the equal images property. Then

M D X
ha;bi2S

Ker fax C by W M Mg:

Proof. By Theorem 5.4, there exist an integer n and a surjective homomorphism

W Wn;p M. To prove the theorem we need only note that for any pair a;b/ ¤
.0; 0/ in k2

Ker fax C by W Wn;p Wn;pg/ Ker fax C by W M Mg:

Then by Proposition 3.6, we have that

M D Wn;p/ D Xa;b/2S

fm 2 Wn;pj.ax C by/m D 0g/

Xa;b/2S

fm 2 Mj.ax C by/m D 0g;

thus proving the corollary.

If M= Rad2 M/ is indecomposable and ifM has the equal images property, then
we give in Proposition 5.6 a “much more efficient” surjection from a W module onto

M than that described in the proof of Theorem 5.4..

Proposition 5.6. Assume thatM is a kG-module having the equal images property.
If M= Rad2 M/ is indecomposable, then M is a quotient of the W module Wn;p for
n D Dim.M= Rad.M//.

Proof. Because M= Rad2 M/ is indecomposable, Proposition 5.1 implies the
existence of generators a1; : : : ; an with the property that

yan 0; xa1 0; and yai xaiC1
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modulo Rad2 M/ where i D 1; : : : ; n 1. Moreover, the equal images property for
M implies that

Rad2 M/ D x2M D xyM D y2M:
We proceed to modify the set fa1; : : : ; ang of generators in order to obtain a new

set of generators satisfying the conditions on fv1; :: : ;vng given in Definition 3.1.
Our first step involves observing that xa1 is in Rad2 M/; thus, xa1 D x2w for some

w. Replace a1 by a01 D a1 xw, so that xa1 D 0. Since ya01 xa2 D x2w0 for
some w0 in Rad2 M/, we may replace a2 by a02 D a2 C xw0, so that ya01 D xa02

Continuing, we obtain fa01; : :: ; a0ng such that

xa01 D 0; and ya0i D xa0iC1

for i D 1; : : : ;n 1.
There remains to modify this new generating set fa01; : :: ; a0ng to obtain a

generating set which satisfies the above relations and further satisfies the relation that

ya0n D 0. Since ya0n is in Rad2 M/, we may choose `1; : :: ; `n 2 2 k such that

ya0n y2.`1a01 C C`n 2a0n 2/ modulo Rad3 M/:
Observe that we do not need to add a term of the form x2`n 1a0n 1 because ya0n 1 D
xa0n so that y2a0n 1 D xya0n lies in Rad3 M/.

Set

b1 D a01; b2 D a02 ; b3 D a03 x`n 2a01; : : : ; bi D a0i x
i 2

X
jD1

`n iCj a0j; : : :

A straightforward calculation confirms that

xb1 0; ybn 0; and ybi xbiC1 modulo Rad3 M/:
We continue this process, inductively obtaining the corresponding set of relations
modulo the submodule Radj M/, stopping at j D p, since by Proposition 5.3,
Radp M/ D f0g.

Corollary 5.7. Let x0; y0 2 kG be a choice of generators of Rad.kG/, let n d 1

with d p, and let M be a kG-module generated by fw1; : : : ;wng subject to the
relations generated by

x0w1 D 0 D y0wnI x0/dwi D 0I y0wi D x0wiC1; 1 i < d:

Then M is isomorphic to Wn;d

Proof. As argued in the proof of Proposition 3.3, M has the equal images property.

Since M clearly satisfies the condition that M= Rad2 M/ is indecomposable,
Proposition 5.6 implies that M is isomorphic to Wn;d
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The following proposition verifies that there are a great many kG-modules of
constant Jordan type. This is because any quotient of a W module must have the
equal images property and thus also constant Jordan type.

Proposition 5.8. Suppose thatM D Wn;d for somen > 4and 3 d p. Suppose

that L and N are subspaces of Soc.M/ the socle of M) which in this case is equal
to Radd 1 M/. There exists an isomorphism ' W M=L M=N of kG-modules
only if L D N.

Proof. Recall that Soc.M/ is the sum of the irreducible submodules of V Hence,
Soc.M/ isa trivialkG-module andL, N arekG-submodules ofM. IfM isgenerated

by v1; : : : ; vn as in Definition 3.1, then Soc.M/ is the subspace of M generated by
yd 1v1; : : :; yd 1vn dC1

and both x and y annihilate the subspaces L and N.
We assume that v1; : : : ; vn are the generators ofM with precisely the relations as

in Definition 3.1. Suppose that ` D ax by for a; b/ ¤ .0; 0/ in k2. Multiplication
by ` induces a surjective homomorphism

` W M= Rad.M/ Rad.M/= Rad2 M/
whose kernel has dimension one and is generated by the class of the element m` D
an 1v1 Can 2bv2C Cbn 1vn. In particular, we have that ` m` D 0. This is a

straightforward verification using the generators and relations.
We claim that if m 2 M=L, m … Rad.M=L/, with `m D 0, then m cm`

modulo Rad.M=L/ for some non-zero c 2 k. The reason is that L Radd 1 M/
for d 3, and hence

M= Rad.M/ ' M=L/= Rad.M=L/
and

Rad.M/=Rad2 M/ ' Rad.M=L/= Rad2 M=L/
where the isomorphisms are induced by the quotient map M M=L. The same

claim holds for M=N.
Assume that 'W M=L M=N is an isomorphism. We define D q 1

2 '0q1, so
that fits in the commutative diagram

M=L/= Rad.M=L/ '0

M=N/= Rad.M=N/
q1

M= Rad.M/

q2

M= Rad.M/

15)

where ' 0 is the map induced by ', and the two vertical arrows are isomorphisms
induced by the natural quotient maps. The commutativity of 15) implies

'.m` C L/ D c`m` C N modulo Rad.M=N/;
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for some constant element c`. In particular, we get that

m` C Rad.M// D c`m` C Rad.M/:

In other words, the class of m` is an eigenvector for the map of with eigenvalue c`.
Now because the field k is infinite, we may choose n distinct scalars b1; : : : ; bn

in k and form the elements `i D x C biy. Then we have n elements

i v3 C Cb
n 1m`i D mi D v1 C biv2 C b2
i vn:

Observe that the matrix of coefficients of this collection of elements has the form

0B@

1 b1 : :: bn 1
1

1 b2 : :: bn 1
2

1 bn : :: bn 1
n

1CA

which is a Vandermonde matrix. Its determinant is
Qi j bi bj/ ¤ 0 and we

conclude that the set of classes of the elementsm1; : : : ;mn is a basis forM= Rad.M/.
As a consequence, the matrix of with respect to this basis is a diagonal matrix. We
now show that it is a scalar matrix.

Suppose that ` D xCby, where b 2 k is not equal to any of b1;b2;: : : ; bn. Then
there exist a1; : :: ; an 2 k such that

m` D v1 C bv2 C Cb
n 1vn D a1m1 C Canmn:

Note that ai ¤ 0 for all i This is because, if ai D 0, then substituting the row
1 b : : : bn 1 for the i th row of the above matrix, we get aVandermonde matrix

with zero determinant which is not possible.
Applying to the above expression, we get that c` D c`i for every i since themi’s

are linearly independent. Hence, we have that for any v in M= Rad.M/, v/ D cv
where c D c` for any and every) `. In particular, we have that '.mCL/ cmCN
mod Rad.M=N/ for any m 2 M.

At the level of Radd 1 M=L/, we have that

'.yd 1vi C L/ D cyd 1vi C N for i D 1;: : : ; n d C 1;

since Radd M/ D 0. Hence, for any element m 2 L, m can be expressed as a

linear combination of the elements yd 1v1; : : : ;yd 1vn dC1. It follows that 0 D'.m C L/ D cm C N, and m 2 N. Therefore L D N.

We end this section with the following question on the possibility of classifying
modules of constant Jordan type. We remind the reader that if a module category
has wild representation type, then it is generally considered that its objects can not
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be classified in any reasonable sense. Specifically, if the module category is wild
then there is an embedding of the category of finite dimensional kfx; yg-modules
into the module category cf. [4]); here, kfx; yg is the associative k-algebra freely
generated by two non-commuting elements. Consequently, a classification of objects
in the module category would imply the existence of a canonical form for pairs of
non-commuting n n matrices for all n. Such a form is unlikely to exist.

Question 5.9. Does the full subcategory of the category of finitely generated
kGmodules consisting of all modules of constant Jordan type have wild representation
type?

6. Associated bundles on P1

In[6], a construction is presented which associates to a finite dimensionalkG-module

M of constant Jordan type a family of algebraic vector bundles

°
Ker fz‚jG ;OProj kOEV.G/ Mg j 1 j < p

on the projectivization of the affine k-scheme V.G/ of 1-parameter subgroups of G.
Since the group algebra of Z=p Z=p is isomorphic to the group algebra of the
infinitesimal group scheme Ga.1/ Ga.1/, we may view W modules for Z=p Z=p
as modules of constant Jordan type) for Ga.1/ Ga.1/. For G D Ga.1/ Ga.1/,

V.G/ is simply the 2-dimensional affine space A2 over k so that Proj kOEV.G/ ' P1,
the projective line.

In this section, we set G D Ga.1/ Ga.1/ and set O D OProj kOEV.G/ D OP1. In
the proposition below, we identify the bundles

°
Ker fz‚jG ; O Wn;dg j j D 1;2 :

The general construction of Ker fz‚jG ; OProj kOEV.G/ Mg specialized to G D
Ga.1/ Ga.1/ canbe described concretely as follows. Write kG D kOEx;y xp; yp/.
We associate to any finite dimensional kG-module M the following endomorphism

kOEs; t M kOEs; t M; f s;t/ m 7! sf s; t/ x m/ Ctf s; t/ y m/:

We view this endomorphism as the map on the kOEs; t kG-module kOEs; t M given
by multiplication by

‚G D s x C t y 2 kOEs; t kG:

Because ‚G is homogeneous of weight 1 with respect to the grading on kOEs; t
assigning both s; t weight 1), we obtain a projectivization of our endomorphism

z‚G W O M O.1/ M;

a map of coherent O-modules on the scheme P1.
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Here, and below, we extend our notational shorthand ofO forOP1 by lettingO.n/
denote OP1.n/.

Proposition 6.1 cf. [6], 5.1). As above, let G D Ga.1/ Ga.1/, and let M be a

finite dimensional kG-module. Let a;b W
KOEu up/ KG be the flat) map of

K-algebras sending u to ax C by for any a; b/ 2 A.K/2
f0g, where K=k is

some field extension. Then the action of a;b.u/ on MK D K M is given by
restricting along kOEs;t K via s 7! a, t 7! b the action of multiplication by‚G
on kOEs; t M.

In particular, if for a given j 1 j < p, the rank of j
a;b W M M is

independent of a; b/ 6D 0 i.e., if M has constant j -type in the terminology of [6]),
then the kernel of z‚jG on O M is an algebraic vector bundle on P1, sub-bundle of
the trivial bundle O M:

Ker fz‚jG ; O Mg O M:

Moreover, the image of z‚jG on O M is an algebraic vector bundle on P1.k/, a

sub-bundle of O.j / M:

Im fz‚jG ; O Mg O.j/ M:

Remark 6.2. The infinitesimal group scheme Ga.2/ also has group algebra isomorphic

to the group algebra of Z=p Z=p. The affine scheme V.Ga.2// of 1-parameter
subgroups can be identified with the spectrum of the graded polynomial algebra
kOEs0; s1 with deg.s0/ D 1, deg.s1/ D p. The associated projective scheme is a
weighted P1 isomorphic to P1 itself. This contrasts sharply with the rank 3 case:

Proj kOEV.Ga.1/ Ga.1/ Ga.1// ' P2 whereas Proj kOEV.Ga.3// is the weighted
projective space P.1; p; p2/ which is a singular variety.

The reader can readily check that the bundles on P1 ' Proj kOEV.Ga.1/ Ga.1//
associated to a Z=p Z=p-module M of constant Jordan type arising when we use

the infinitesimal group schemeGa.1/ Ga.1/ are isomorphic to thosearising when we
use the infinitesimal group scheme Ga.2/, once we identify Proj kOEV.Ga.1/ Ga.1//
with Proj kOEV.Ga.2//

The following proposition is essentially given by Proposition 6.13 in [6].

Proposition 6.3. Let us use the isomorphism of the group algebra of Z=p Z=p
with the group algebra of kG, G D Ga.1/ Ga.1/, in order that we may view Wn;2
as a kG-module. Then

Ker fz‚G; O Wn;2g' O°n 1 °O. n C 1/:
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Proof. Observe that

Im fz‚G; O Wn;2g O. 1/ O Wn;2

is a free module of rank n 1 on P1. Hence, we may identify this image with O
Rad.Wn;2/. As shown in Proposition 6.13 of [6], the quotient of Ker fz‚G;O Wn;2g
modulo Im fz‚G; O Wn;2g O. 1/ is O. n C 1/. This immediately implies the
assertion. Note here that the summand O. n C 1/ is the kernel of the operator z‚G
on the subspace generated by v1; : : : ; vn in the notation of Definition 3.1).

The extension of Proposition 6.3 to all Wn;d now follows as we show in our next
proposition.

Proposition 6.4. As in Proposition 6.3, we view the Z=p Z=p-module Wn;d as a

G D Ga.1/ Ga.1/-module. Then

Ker fz‚G;O Wn;dg ' O°nC1 d °
d 1

M
iD1

O. n C i/:

Proof. The proposition is proved by an induction on Loewy length d, using the
embedding n;d W Wn 1;d 1 Wn;d of 4). By induction, Ker fz‚G; O Wn 1;d 1g
is isomorphic to O°nC1 d °L

d 2
iD1 O. nCi/ and embeds in Ker fz‚G;O Wn;dg.

The summand O. n C 1/ of Ker fz‚G; O Wn;2g arising in Proposition 6.3 comes
from the kernel of the operator ‚G on the first layer i.e., the head) of kOEs; t Wn;2.

Since multiplication by ‚G on kOEs; t Wn;d can be viewed as an endomorphism
of degree 1 of this kOEs; t -module equipped with a grading provided by ‚G, we
conclude that this summand O. n C 1/ of Ker fz‚G; O Wn;2g embeds in Wn;d in
such a way that its intersection with Ker fz‚G; O Wn 1;d 1g is trivial. Thus, we
have a natural injective map

O. n C 1/° Ker fz‚G; O Wn 1;d 1g Ker fz‚G; O Wn;dg: 16)

We readily verify that Ker fz‚G;O Wn;dg has rank n. That is, the homomorphism

‚G W
kOEs; t Wn;d kOEs; t Wn;d maps the i th layer of Wn;d which has rank

nC1 i onto the i 1/st layer fori < d and itmaps the dth layer to 0. Consequently,
we conclude that 16) is an isomorphism by a comparison of dimensions.

The computation of the kernel of

z‚
2
G D z‚G B z‚G W O Wn;d O.2/ Wn;d

now follows easily since Serre’s computation of the cohomology of P1 see [9],
III.5.1) implies that the extension mentioned below is split.
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Proposition 6.5. Let G D Ga.1/ Ga.1/. We regard Wn;d as a kG-module, via the
isomorphism of the group algebra of Z=p Z=p with kG. Then

Ker fz‚
2G;O Wn;dg' Ker fz‚G; O Wn;dg°Ker fz‚G; O Wn 1;d 1g

' O°2nC2 2d °
d 1

M
iD2

O. n C i/°2 °O. n C 1/:

Proof. The second asserted isomorphism follows immediately from Proposition 6.4.
To establish the first isomorphism, we investigate Ker fz‚2G;O Wn;dg by

observing that it fits in a natural short exact sequence

0 Ker fz‚G;O Wn;dg Ker fz‚
2
G; O Wn;d g

Ker fz‚G; Imfz‚G; O Wn;dgg 0:
17)

As argued in the proof of Proposition 6.4, multiplication by‚G on kOEs; t Wn;d
can be viewed as an endomorphism of degree 1 of this kOEs;t -module equipped with
a grading provided by‚G. Thus, we have the identification

Ker fz‚2G; O Wn;dg '
d

M
iD1

K.i/;

where

K.i/ D Ker fz‚2G W O Wn i;d i

O.2/ Wn i 2;d i 2/=.O.2/ Wn i 3;d i 3/g:

Restricting the extension 17) to K.i/ we obtain extensions

0 Ker fz‚G; O Wn i;d ig K.i/
Ker fz‚G; O Wn i 1;d i 1g 0:

18)

The proposition now follows from the observation that the extensions 18) split,
since the corresponding coherent Ext1 groups vanish thanks to Serre’s computation
of H P1; O.`//. The one non-vanishing Ext1 group of coherent O-modules) which
arises in this extension occurs in the case n D 3, with Ext1O O; O. 3C1// ¤ 0. For
this one case, one easily observes that the copy of O in the quotient splits.

7. Generic kernels

Throughout this section, we assume that the field k is infinite. We continue to use

the notation P1.k/ to denote the k-rational points of P1 which we identify with the
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collection of lines in k2. That is, P1.k/ is the set of equivalence classes ha; bi of
pairs .0; 0/ ¤ a; b/ 2 k2, where two pairs are equivalent if they lie on the same line
through the origin. We associate to any finite dimensional) kG-module M a
kGsubmoduleK.M/ M which has constant Jordan type. Indeed, the characterization
in Theorem 7.10 ofK.M/ M as the maximal submodule ofM whichhas the equal
images property implies that M 7! K.M/ is functorial. This is not immediately
evident granted the choices we make in Definition 7.1.

We fix a choice of generators x, y of Rad.kG/, so that kG ' kOEx;y xp; yp/.
For any ha;bi 2 P1.k/, write

ha;biM D Ker fax C by W M Mg:

Note that
ha;biM does not depend on the choice of the representing pair a;b/ 2 k2.

For any subset S P1.k/, define the subspace

SM D X
ha;bi2S

ha;biM

Since both x and y commute with each ax C by 2 S, SM is a kG-submodule of
M. Clearly, for S0 S, S0M SM.

In the degenerate case in which S D ;, we set SM D f0g.

Definition 7.1. Let k be an infinite field and letM be a finitedimensionalkG-module.
We define the generic kernel of M to be

K.M/ D \S P1.k/ cofinite

SM:

Because M is finite dimensional, we may choose for a given M a cofinite S
P1.k/ such that SM D K.M/. Observe that

K.K.M// D K.M/; 19)

since T SM/ D S\TM.
We give the following elementary example. More examples follow later.

Example 7.2. Let M D kG, the free cyclic kG-module, with k infinite. Then

K.M/ D Radp 1 kG/ ' Wp;p:

To prove the equality K.M/ D Radp 1 kG/, we first verify that K.M/ is contained
in Radp 1 kG/. For this we note thatkG has constant Jordan type pOEp and hence any
element of Ker fax Cby W M Mg must be in ax Cby/

p 1kG Radp 1 kG/.
Hence, K.kG/ Radp 1 kG/by the definition. On the other hand, for anya; b 2 k,
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ax C by/p 1
2 Ker fax C by W M Mg. Hence, for any cofinite set S P1,

the elements ax C by/p 1 with ax C by in S generate all of Radp 1 kG/ see

Proposition 3.6). So, Radp 1 kG/ K.kG/ by the definition of the generic kernel.
It was shown in Example 3.2 that Radp 1 kG/ ' Wp;p has the equal images

property and thus is equal to its own generic kernel. Hence, the calculations in
the examples could also be verified using Proposition 7.8 which follows later in the
section.

Proposition 7.3. Suppose that the field k is algebraically closed. Let M be any

kG-module. Then K.M/ has the equal images property.

Proof. Using 19), we may and do assume that M D K.M/. By Proposition 2.6, it
suffices to show for .0; 0/ 6D a; b/ 2 k2 that `.a;b/ M D x M. In this notation,

`.1;0/M D x M.) Clearly, we may assume that b 6D 0. Write M D SM where
S P1 is cofinite and S contains neither h1; 0i which corresponds to x 2 Rad.kG/)
nor ha;bi. For any hc; di 2 S, there exist elements e;f 2 k such that cx C dy D
ex Cf ax Cby/. Note here that e and f are both not zero because the three points

h1; 0i, hc;di, ha;bi are distinct. Then

`.1;0/ hc;diM D `.a;b/ hc;diM: 20)

The proposition now follows from the definition of the generic kernel by taking the
sum indexed by hc; di 2 S on both sides of 20).

The following proposition justifiesourdefinitionof generic kernel withoutpassing
to the algebraic closure of our base field k.

Proposition 7.4. Let k be an infinite field and M a kG-module. Then for any field
extension L=k,

L K.M/ D K.ML/:

Proof. Let S P1.k/ be a cofinite subset such that K.M/ D SM. We first assume

that the field L is algebraically closed. By Proposition 7.3, K.ML/ has the equal
images property so that we may apply Corollary 5.5 to K.ML/ and the infinite subset

S P1.K/ P1.L/. We conclude that

K.ML/ D X
ha;bi2S

Ker fax C by W K.ML/ K.ML/g

D L X
ha;bi2S

Ker fax C by W K.M/ K.M/g D L K.M/:
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For an arbitrary field extension L=k, let T P1.L/ be a cofinite subset such

that K.ML/ D T ML/. Since S \ T is also cofinite in P1.k/, we may assume that

S D S \ T Thus,

L K.M/ D L SM D X
ha;bi2S

L ha;biM D X
ha;bi2S

ha;bi.ML/ K.ML/:

Let xL be the algebraic closure of L. By the first part of this proof, we have that

Dimk.K.M// D DimxL K. xL M// D DimL.K.ML//: 21)

SinceL K.M/ K.ML/, 21) implies the asserted equalityL K.M/ D K.ML/.

We now extend Proposition 7.3 to arbitrary infinite fields.

Proposition 7.5. Let k be an infinite field and M a finite dimensional kG-module.
The generic kernel of M has the equal images property. In particular, K.M/ has
constant Jordan type.

Proof. Let k be an algebraic closure. By Proposition 7.3, K.M / has the equal
images property. By the preceding Proposition 7.4, this is equivalent to the assertion

that K.M/ has the equal images property. By the equivalence of 1) and 2) of
Proposition 2.6, this implies that K.M/ has the equal images property.

The second assertion follows immediately from thefirstandProposition 2.8.

We next verify that the maximal subset S P1.k/ with the property that SM D
K.M/ has a natural characterization in terms of the action of kG on M. Observe
that any infinite subset S P1.k/ is dense in P1; in other words, any non-empty
open subset U P1 contains a point of S.

Proposition 7.6. Let k bean infinitefieldandM a finite dimensionalkG-module with
generic kernel K.M/. Let r be the maximum of the ranks Rank f K.t/W M Mg
for all -points K W

KOEt tp/ KG. Then we have that

1) for any `.a;b/ D ax C by, a; b/ 6D .0; 0/, a; b 2 k, the kernel of the multipli¬
cation Ker f`.a;b/ W M Mg is a subset of K.M/ if and only if the rank of the
operator `.a;b/W M M is r, and

2) the cofinite subset

fha; bi j Rank f`.a;b/ W M Mg D rg P1 k/

is the largest subset S P1.k/ with the property that SM D K.M/.
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Proof. First note that the set of all classes of -points K W
KOEt tp/ kG with

the rank of K.t/ maximal onMK is an open subset of ….G/ by [7]. Hence, there is
some hc; di 2 P1.k/ such that Rank f`hc;di W M Mg is maximal and satisfies the
condition that Ker f`hc;di W M Mg K.M/. For an arbitrary ha; bi in P1.k/, the
inclusion Ker f`ha;biW K.M/ K.M/g Ker f`ha;bi W M Mg is the identity if
and only if Ker f`ha;bi W M Mg K.M/.

We have the following relations:

Dim.Ker f`ha;bi W M Mg/ Dim.Ker f`hc;di W M Mg/
D Dim.Ker f`hc;di W K.M/ K.M/g/

D Dim.Ker f`ha;bi W K.M/ K.M/g/:

In the above chain, the inequality is a consequence of the maximality of the rank
of `hc;di, the middle equality follows from the choice of `hc;di

and the preceding
observation, and the last equality is a consequence of the equal images property of
K.M/. Thus, we conclude that the left inequality is an equality and thus `ha;bi
has maximal rank) if and only if Ker f`ha;bi W M Mg D Ker f`ha;bi W K.M/
K.M/g. This happens if and only if Ker f`ha;bi W M Mg K.M/, by another
application of the above observation.

If `ha0;b0i W M M does not have maximal rank and if T P1.k/ contains

ha0; b0i, then Ker f`0

ha0;b0iW M Mg TM, so that TM is not contained in K.M/.

As an immediate corollary of Proposition 7.6, we obtain the following characterization

of a kG-module of constant rank.

Corollary 7.7. Let k be an infinite field and M a finite dimensional kG-module.
Then K.M/ D P1.k/M if and only if the rank of `.a;b/ on M is independent of

ha;bi 2 P1.k/.

Proposition 7.8. We have the following.

1) Suppose that
W M N is a homomorphism of kG-modules. Then we have

that K.M// K.N /.

2) If M is a kG-module having the equal images property, then K.M/ D M. In
particular K.Wn;d/ D Wn;d for any n and d.

3) The association of a finite dimensional kG-module M to its generic kernel
determines a functor

KW mod.kG/ mod.kG/:

Proof. The first statement is a consequence of the observation that

Ker f` W M Mg/ Ker f` W N Ng;
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for any ` 2 kG. Hence, if K.N/ D SN for S cofinite in P1.k/, then

K.M// SM/ SN D K.N /:

This proves the first statement. The second part follows from Proposition 3.6 and

Corollary 5.5. The third statement is obvious from the first two.

Clearly, the functor K. / preserves monomorphisms. However, as the following
example shows, K. / is not left exact. The augmentation map kG k is a simple
example of an epimorphismwith the property that the induced map on generic kernels
is not an epimorphism.)

Example 7.9. Let M D Radp 1 kG/ and let L M be the submodule generated
by xp 1. Then we have an exact sequence

0 L M N 0

where N D M=L is the quotient. The modules M and N have the equal images
property and hence they are equal to their own generic kernels. However, it is easy to
check that the generic kernel of L is its socle which is isomorphic to k. So applying
the functor K we obtain the sequence

0 k M N

which is not exact at M.

The following theorem characterizes the generic kernel K.M/ of M.

Theorem 7.10. LetM bea finitedimensional kG-module. The generickernelK.M/
ofM contains every submodule ofM having the equal images property. Thus, K.M/
is the maximal submodule of M which has the equal images property. Moreover,

K.M/ is the maximal submodule of M which can be written as the quotient of a W
module.

Proof. The first two assertions are consequences of Propositions 7.3 and 7.8. The
last follows from Proposition 5.4.

We obtain as an immediate corollary a proof of the statement that K.M/ M is

“intrinsic”.

Corollary 7.11. Let M be a finite dimensional kG-module. Then K.M/ does not
depend upon the choice of the generators of Rad.kG/.

We explicitly determine generic kernels of the syzygy modules n.k/ in Example

7.12 and “L -modules” in Example 7.13.
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Example 7.12. A minimal projective resolution of the trivial module k for kG can
be given as

P2
@2

P1
@1

P0
"

k 0

where Pn ' kG/nC1 is a free kG-module with free basis cn;0; : : : ; cn;n. The
boundary maps are given by the formulae

@2n 1.c2n 1;0/ D xc2n 2;0;

@2n 1.c2n 1;2i 1/ D xp 1c2n 2;2i 1 C yc2n 2;2i 2;

@2n 1.c2n 1;2i/ D xc2n 2;2i yp 1c2n 2;2i 1;

@2n 1.c2n 1;2n 1/ D yc2n 2;2n 2;

and
@2n.c2n;0/ D xp 1c2n 1;0;

@2n.c2n;2i 1/ D xc2n 1;2i 1 yc2n 1;2i 2;

@2n.c2n;2i / D xp 1
c2n 1;2i C yp 1c2n 1;2i 1;

@2n.c2n;2n/ D yp 1 c2n 1;2n 1:

This is a standard, well-known calculation [3].
From the aboveweget that the module 2n 1.k/has generatorsa1; b1; : : : ; an; bn

and relations

xp 1a1 D 0 D yp 1bn; yai D xbi ; and xp 1ai D yp 1bi 1:

That is, we take ai to be the class of c2n 1;2i modulo the image of @2n and bi to be the
class of c2n 1;2i 1. The module 2n.k/ is generated by elements a1; b1; a2; :: : ;an;
bn; anC1 with relations

D yp 1bi 1; and yai D xp 1bi :xa1 D 0 D yanC1; xai
In the case that p D 3, we can draw diagrams which reveal the structure of 3.k/

and 4.k/ as follows:

3.k/ D

a1

x y

b1

x y

a2

x y

b2

x y

y x y x y x y x y x

y x y x
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and

4 k/ D
b1

x y
b2

x y
a1

y x y x y

a2

x y x y x y

a3

x

y x y x y x y x

With the above information, it can be calculated that K. 2n 1.k// is the
submodule of 2n 1.k/ generated by the elements

xjyp 2 j ai; x j yp 2 jbi for j D 0; : :: ; p 2 and i D 1; : : : ; n:

Likewise, we have that K. 2n.k// is the submodule generated by the elements

a1; : : : ; anC1; and

xj yp 2 j bi; for j D 0; : : : ; p 2 and i D 1;: : : ; n:

The above conclusion is made using Theorem 7.10. That is, we need only look for
the largest submodule having the equal images property. In the diagrams we look for
the largest submodule having the “W” shape. This exercise is left to the reader.

Example 7.13. Similar arguments can be made for the L modules. For example,
suppose that 2 Hn G; k/ is a nilpotent element. Let L be the module which is the
kernel of a cocycle

W

n k/ k;
representing thecohomology element ThenK.L / D K. n.k//, the isomorphism
being induced by the inclusion of L into n.k/.

Ajustification for the above statement is thefollowing. Suppose that ` D axCby
for a; b/ ¤ .0; 0/ in k2. If n is even, then the restriction n.k/#h`i of n.k/ to
the subalgebra generated by ` has the form k ° kh`i

s for some s. Here kh`i is the
rank one free module over kh`i Š kOEt tp/. Because is nilpotent, we must have

that the summand isomorphic to k lies in the kernel of the cocyle as otherwise the
cocycle would be left split. In particular,

Ker f`W

n k/ n k/g Ker f g:

It is not difficult to see that the same happens also in the case that n is odd. Hence,

from the definition of the generic kernel, we can see that K. n.k// Ker f g D L
as asserted.
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On the other hand, if not nilpotent, then there exists an open subsetS ofP1, such

that for any ha; bi 2 S, the summand isomorphic to k in the decomposition of the
restriction of n.k/ to h`.a;b/i is not in the kernel of As a result K.L / is a proper
submodule of K. n.k//. Again we should look for modules with the “W” shape.

It can be proved in a similar way that for not nilpotent, K.L / D xK. n.k// D
Rad.K. n.k///.

8. Duality and filtrations

The purpose of this section is to show that some of the objects defined earlier in
the paper have dual notions. The main result of the section shows that the generic
kernel, together with its dual, the generic image, defines a filtration on any module of
constant Jordan type. The filtration is distinct from the radical filtration and invariant
under automorphisms of the group algebra.

In this section we assume that the field k is infinite. Again, we denote the set of
lines through the origin in k2 by P1.k/, the set of k-rational points of P1. Let kG
be the group algebra of an elementary abelian group of rank 2, and fix generators x
and y of the radical of kG. For M a finite dimensional kG-module, we let M# D
Homk.M; k/ denote its k-linear dual. Recall that M# is a kG-module under the
operation defined by the equation gf /.m/ D f g 1m/ where g 2 G, f 2 M# and

m 2 M. For each V M, we associate

V D ff W M k j f V / D 0g M#:

Note that if V is a kG-submodule of M, then V is a submodule of M#.

Lemma 8.1. Let M be a finite dimensional kOEt tp/-module and let V M be a

submodule. Then the Jordan type of V is the same as that of M#=V

Proof. The canonical pairing

V M#=V ?/ k; v f 7! f v/

is a perfect non-degenerate) pairing of kOEt tp/-modules. The lemma follows by
observing that the kOEt tp/-dual W # of a kOEt tp/-module W has the same Jordan
type as that of W

We introduce the generic image I.M/ of a finite dimensional kG-module M,
whose construction and properties are analogous to those of the generic kernel K.M/
of M. We see in Proposition 8.4 that K.M/ and I.M/ are related by duality.
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For any cofinite subset S P1.k/, define the subspace

MS D \ha;bi2S

Im fax C by W M Mg

in analogy with SM of the last section. Here, as before, the image of multiplication
by ` D ax C by is independent of the representative of the class ha; bi 2 P1.

Since both x, y commute with each ax C by for ha; bi 2 S, MS is a
kGsubmodule of M. Clearly, for S0 S, MS0 MS.

Definition 8.2. We define the generic image of M to be

I.M/ D X
S P1.k/ cofinite

MS:

As with the generic kernel, because M is finite dimensional, there exists a subset

S in P1.k/ which is cofinite and has the property that MS D I.M/.

Example 8.3. Suppose that M is the submodule of kG generated by m D yp 1.

Then ax C by/m D axm. Consequently, I.M/ D Rad.kG/M D Rad.M/. On
the other hand, the only subspace ofM which is annihilated by ax Cby/ for a ¤ 0
is generated by xp 1m. Hence K.M/ is the submodule xp 1M, which is strictly
contained in I.M/. This situation contrasts sharply with the results of Theorem 8.6
that follows. We note also that I.M/ does not have constant rank in this example.

Proposition 8.4. Let M be a finitely generated kG-module. Then

I.M/ ' K.M#/?; K.M/ ' I.M #/?: 22)

It follows thatM#=I.M#/ has constant Jordan type. In addition, I.M/ has constant
Jordan type ifand only ifM#=K.M#/ does, inwhich case their Jordan types are equal.

Proof. For any linear map ` W M M,

.`M/? D fg W M k j g B ` D 0g D Ker f`# W M # M #

g 23)

For every cofinite subset S P1.k/,

\ha;bi2S

Im fax C by W M Mg D X
ha;bi2S

Ker f.ax C by/#
W M# M#

g:

24)
Thus, we conclude that

I.M/? D K.M#/:
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It follows that

M=I.M/ ' I.M#/? D K.M/ and I.M/ D K.M#/? 'M=K.M/:

The second statement is a consequence of the fact that K.M/ has the equal images
property.

The next lemma is key to the proof of Theorem 8.6.

Lemma 8.5. LetM be a kG-module of constant rank. Then for any ha;bi 2 P1.k/,
the kernel of multiplication by ax C by on M=xK.M/ is equal to K.M/=xK.M/.
Hence, M=xK.M//# M# has the equal images property, and thus

M=xK.M//# K.M#/:

Proof. Let Mx denote M=xK.M/. By Corollary 7.7, we know that K.M/ D S.M/
where S D P1. Observe that

K.M/=xK.M/ Ker fax C by W Mx Mx g;

since we know that ax C by/K.M/ D xK.M/.
To prove the reverse inclusion, suppose thatmCK.M/ is in Ker faxCbyW Mx

Mx g for some m in M. Then ax C by/m 2 xK.M/ D ax C by/K.M/. So

axCby/m D axCby/m0 for somem0 2 K.M/. But then axCby/.m m0/ D 0
and thusm m0 2 Ker faxCby W M Mg K.M/. It followsthatmis inK.M/,
and hence

Ker f.ax C by/W Mx Mxg K.M/=xK.M/:

The second assertion follows by dualization and an application of Proposition 7.8.

Theorem 8.6. If M is a kG-module of constant rank, then I.M/ D xK.M/.

Proof. Observe that xK.M/ I.M/, because xK.M/ D ax C by/K.M/ for
any ha; bi 2 P1.k/. To prove I.M/ xK.M/, we apply Lemma 8.5. Namely,
Proposition 8.4 and Lemma 8.5 imply that

I.M/ D K.M #//? M=xK.M//#/? D xK.M/:

To formulate the next theorem, we find it convenient to introduce the dual notion
of the equal images property of Definition 2.3. As before, if K W

KOEt tp/ KG,
is a -point, we let ` D K.t/ 2 KG.
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Definition 8.7. A finite dimensional kG-moduleM is said to have the equal kernels
property if

Ker f` W MK MKg/ D Ker f` W ML MLg/

for any two -points K W
KOEt tp/ KG, LW

LOEt tp/ LG and any field
extension of both K, L.

As an example, notice that ifM has constant rank, then M=xK.M/ has the equal
kernels property by Lemma 8.5.

Remark 8.8. In Example 2.2, the moduleM fails to have the equal kernels property,
even though the kernel of any operator of the form ax C by on M is independent

of the choice of ha; bi 2 P1.k/. That is, a field extension is necessary in order to
expose the failure of the property. A similar phenomenon occurs for the equal images
property.

As in the case of the equal images property, one can prove analogs of Propositions

2.5 and 2.6 for the equal kernels property. Here, image must be exchanged
for kernel and radical for socle. So, for example, for the equal kernels property, the
equation at the end of Proposition 2.5 would read

r

X
iD1

Ker f aixi W MK MKg D Soc.MK/:

The proofs can be constructed in a similar way. However, such results can also be

verified using the following proposition.

Proposition 8.9. A kG-module M has the equal kernels property if and only if M#
has the equal images property.

Proof. Suppose that M has the equal kernels property. Let K be an extension of k
and let K W

KOEt tp/ KG be a -point. Let ` D K.t /. Then, the dual statement

of equation 23) says that

Ker f` W MK MKg D fg W M # K/?:K Kjg B `# D 0g D .`M#

Because Ker f`W MK MKg D Ker fx W MK MKg, we have that

`M # K/?/? D xM#
K D ..`M # K/?/? D xM #

K:

HenceM# has the equal images property. The proof in the other direction is similar.
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IfM isakG-moduleandW M isa submodule, thenwedenotebyx 1W M
the kG-submodule consisting of elements m 2 M satisfying xm 2 W

We verify by inspection that for any submodule W M and any i > 0,

xi/ 1 W //? D xi#.W ?/: 25)

Here, xi#
W

M# M# sends f to f B xi where xi W M M is the action of
xi 2 kG on M. With this notation, we can prove the following.

Theorem 8.10. Let M be a module of constant rank and let W M be its generic
kernel. Then we have an increasing filtration of M,

xp 1 W / xp 2 W / x.W/ W x 1 W / x1 p W / M

with the property that xi.W /, for i 0 has the equal images property and that

M=xj W / forj < 0has the equal kernels property. Moreover, for any ` D axCby
with ha; bi 2 P1.k/ and for all j we have that xjW D `jW Here, xj W / denotes

xj/ 1.W / forj < 0.

Proof. First observe that all of the submodules in the theorem are stable under field
extension. So there is no loss in generality by assuming that k is algebraically closed.
Each of the x jW is a submodule of M because kG is commutative.

Each of the modules xi.W / with i > 0 is a radical power of W D K.M/ and
thus has the equal images property by Proposition 2.8.

Using Proposition 8.4, Theorem 8.6, and 25), we conclude that

x i/ 1 W //? D x i#.W ?/ D xi#.I.M#// D x iC1/#.K.M#//:

Hence, xi/ 1.W //? D M=x iW /# has the equal images property. Thus, Proposition

8.9 implies that M=x i.W / has the equal kernels property.
For ` D ax C by ¤ 0, we know that xjW D `jW for j 0 by the fact that W

has the equal images property. For negative values of j the result is a consequence of
the equal kernels property on the quotients. That is, forj 0 we have thatxj 1W D
x 1.xjW / is precisely the inverse image under the quotient map M M=.xjM/
of the kernel of x onM=.xjM/. BecauseM=.xjM/ has the equal kernels property,
the kernel of multiplication by x is the same as the kernel of multiplication by `.
Therefore, x 1.xjW / D ` 1.xjW / D ` 1.`jW / D `j 1W as asserted.

Question 8.11. In Theorem 8.10, we know that the submodules K.M/, and xiK.M/
have constant Jordan type for i 0. Assuming that M has constant Jordan type, do

the modules x iK.M/ also have constant Jordan type? If yes, then the characterization

of the cyclic modules of constant Jordan type becomes much easier.
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9. nth-power generic kernels

In this section, we assume that the field k is algebraically closed. We leave to
the reader the elementary modifications required to extend this discussion to more
general fields. This assumption is not necessary.) We fix a choice of generators x; y
of Rad.kG/, with kG ' kOEx; y xp;yp/.

Suppose that n is an integer with 1 n p 1. For a subset S P1.k/, define
the submodule

nSM D X
ha;bi2S

Ker f.ax C by/n
W M Mg

Since both x and y commute with each ax C by for ha;bi 2 S, SM is a
kGsubmodule of M. Clearly, for any cofinite subset S0 S, and any non-negative
integer n we have that nS0M n

SM.

Definition 9.1. We define the nth-power generic kernel of M to be

Kn M/ D \S P1.k/ cofinite

nSM:

Example 9.2. For the free cyclic kG-module, kG, we have that

Kn kG/ D Radp n kG/ D x nC1K.kG/

for any 1 n < p. The case n D 1 is in Example 7.2. The same sort of argument
works also in this case. That is, any ` D ax C by has Jordan type pOEp on kG
and hence the kernel of `n on kG is in `p nkG Radp n kG/. So Kn.kG/
Radp n kG/. To get the reverse inclusion, we note that `p n is in the kernel of
multiplication by `n. Hence, some infinite subset cofinite in P1.k/) of elements of
the form `p n is in Kn.kG/. By a Vandermonde determinant argument, some finite
subset of these will generate Radp n kG/.

Note that K1.M/ D K.M/ for any M. The nth-power generic kernel enjoys
some of the same properties as the generic kernel. For example. for each n there
must exist some non-empty open set Sn P1.k/ such that Kn.M/ D

n M. IfweSn

let S D T
p 1
nD1

Sn, then S has the property that Kn.M/ D
n
SM for all n.

The following proposition provides a partial generalization of Example 9.2 to
other kG-modules.

Proposition 9.3. Suppose thatM is a kG-module of constant rank, and assume that

p > 2. Then for any n D 2; : : : ;p 1 we have that

Kn M/ x nC1K.M/:
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Proof. We prove the case that n D 2. The rest follows by similar arguments which
we leave to the reader. Suppose that S is a subset of P1.k/ such that

SM D X
ha;bi2S

K2 M/ D
2 Ker f.ax C by/2 W M Mg

and

K.M/ D SM:

If ha; bi 2 S and if m 2 Ker f.ax C by/2
W M Mg, then ax C by/2m D 0

and hence, ax C by/m 2 K.M/. So, m 2 ax C by/ 1K.M/ D x 1K.M/ by
Theorem 8.10. It follows that K2.M/ x 1M.

On the otherhand, the equalityof Example 9.2 is not valid forgeneralkG-modules
as seen in the following example.

Example 9.4. Assume that p > 3. Let M be the kG-module represented by the
diagram

a1
y

x

b1
y

b2

x

b3
y

b4.

x
c1 c2

That is, M has k-basis consisting of the elements a1, b1, b2, b3, b4, c1, c2 and the
matrices of x and y are given by

x 0BBBBBBBB@ 1CCCCCCCCA

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

; y! 0BBBBBBBB@ 1CCCCCCCCA

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0

:

It is straightforward to see that M has constant Jordan type OE3 C OE2 C 2OE1 Note
that for any ha;bi 2 P1.k/, we have that ax C by/2a1 ¤ 0 and that ax C
by/2bj D 0 for j D 1; : : : ; 4. Consequently, K2.M/ is the submodule N spanned

by b1; : : : ; b4; c1; c2. Because N is the direct sum of two W modules, it is equal to
its own generic kernel and is also the generic kernel of M. Therefore we have that

K2 M/ D N D K.M/ 6D x 1K.M/:
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Motivated by Question 8.11, we ask the following.

Question 9.5. If M has constant Jordan type, then does Kn.M/ also have constant
Jordan type?

10. Some preliminaries on cyclic modules

The purpose of this section is to develop some technical results that are essential for
the proofs of the next section. The subject matter is something of a digression from
the primary issues of the paper. The reader may wish to continue with the next section
and return to this material only as needed.

Definition 10.1. Let p1.t/; : : : ; pr t/ 2 kOEt be polynomials. For any i > 0, we

denote by p i/j t/ the i th derivative of pj t/. The Wronskian W.p1; : :: ; pr/ of

fp1.t/; : :: ; pr t/g is the following determinant:

W.p1;: : : ; pr/ D Det 0BB@

p1.t/ p2.t/ pr t/
p.1/

1 t/ p.1/
2 t/ p.1/

r t/
: :: : : : : : :

p r 1/
1 t/ p r 1/

2 t/ p r 1/

1CCA : 26)

r t/

When the field k has characteristic 0, it is well known cf. [12], pp. 524-525) that
W.p1; : : : ; pr/ D 0 if and only if p1.t/;: : : ; pr t/ are linearly dependent. Moreover,
if one of the polynomials pi t/ has degree at least r, then W.p1; : : : ;pr / is not a

constant polynomial. This is because t would divide the leading term in every entry
of the i th column. For a field of positive characteristic, we have the following.

Proposition 10.2. Let k be a field of characteristicp > 0 and consider polynomials

p1.t/; : : : ; pr t/ 2 kOEt Then W.p1; : : : ; pr/ D 0 if and only if p1.t/; : : : ; pr t/ are
linearly dependent over k.tp/ k.t/.

Proof. We first assume that p1.t/; : : : ; pr t/ are linearly dependent over k.tp/ so

that we have a non-trivial relation

0 D
r

X
iD1

ei pi t/ for ei 2 k.tp/:

By taking derivatives, and using the fact that the derivative of every ei is zero, we
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obtain a system of equations

e1p1.t/ C e2p2.t/ C :: : C erpr t/ D 0;

e1p .1/
1 t/ C e2p .1/

2 t/ C : :: C erp.1/
r t/ D 0;

:::

e1p
r 1/

1 t/ C e2p
r 1/

2 t/ C : : : C erp r 1/
r t/ D 0:

27)

This implies that the columns C1; : : : ; Cr of the matrix

0BB@

p1.t/ p2.t/ pr t/
p .1/

1 t / p.1/
2 t/ p.1/

r t/
: : : : : : : : :

p r 1/
1 t / p r 1/

2 t/ p r 1/

1CCA

r t/

28)

are linearly dependent over k.tp/, and thus that the determinant of 28), which is

W.p1; : : : ; pn/, is 0.
Conversely, assume that W.p1; :: : ;pr/ D 0. We proceed by induction on r,

the case r D 1 being clear. So assume that r > 1 and that W.p1; :: : ;pr 1/ 6D 0.
Without loss of generality, we may further assume that the right-most column Cr of
28) is a linear combination of the first r 1 columns C1;: : : ; Cr 1. Hence we get

a system of equations:

Cr D 1C1 C C n 1Cr 1; i 2 k.t/: 29)

Subtracting the first derivative of the i th equation row) of 29) from the i C1/
st-row

for i D 1; : : : ;r 2, we conclude, using the product rule for derivatives, that

01p i/
1 t/ C C

0

r 1p i/
r 1 t/ D 0; 0 i r 2;

where 0

i is the derivative of i Since W.p1; : : : ; pr 1/ 6D 0, we see that 0i D 0,
for all 1 i r 1. Thus, the first row of 29) gives a linear dependence over k.tp/
of p1; : : :; pr

Corollary 10.3. With notation as in Proposition 10.2, assume that the degree as a

function of t of each pi t/ is less than p. Then W.p1; : : : ;pr / 6D 0 if and only if
p1.t/; : : : ; pr t/ are linearly independent over k. Moreover, if deg.pi t // r for
some i then W.p1.t/; : : : ;pr t // is not constant as a function of t

Proof. If W.p1; : : : ; pr/ 6D 0, then Proposition 10.2 asserts that p1.t/;: : : ; pr t/ are
linearly independent over k.tp/ and thus also linearly independent over k.

Conversely, assume that p1.t/; : : :; pr t/ are linearly independent over k. Since
each pi t/ has degree less than p, we conclude that r p. Using elementary
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transformations with constant coefficients on the system fp1.t/; : : : ; pr t/g, which
do not change the value of the Wronskian W.p1; : : : ; pr/, we may assume that
deg.pi t// 6D deg.pj t// for i 6D j That is, if deg.pi t// D deg.pj t//, then there
is a scalar c such that qj t/ D pj t/ cpi t/ has lower degree. Replacing pj t/ by

qj t/ amounts to an elementary column operation which does not change the value of
the Wronskian. As a result, we may assume that p1.t/;: : : ; pr t/ all have different
degrees. Hence, they are linearly independent over k.tp/. By Proposition 10.2, the
Wronskian is not zero.

To prove the final statement of the corollary, we note that by the above argument
we may assume that notwo of the polynomials p1.t/; :: : ;pr t/have the same degree.

Let qi t/ denote the leading term of pi t/. It is not difficult to see that the leading
term of W.q1.t/; : : : ; qr t// is the leading term of W.p1.t/; : : : ;pr t//. Because the
degree of the elements qi t/ are different and less than p, they are independent over

k.tp/ and the Wronskian is not zero. If for some i the degree of qi t/ is at least r,
then every entry in the i th column of matrix of the Wronskian W.q1.t/; : :: ; qr t// is
divisible by t It follows that the leading term of W.p1.t/; : : : ; pr t// is divisible by

t and hence it is not constant.

Proposition 10.4. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p 0. Let
kOEt n denote the k-vector space of polynomials of degree at most n for somen < p.
Assume that n < p if the characteristic p is positive. Fix an integer j < n, and
suppose that V kOEt n is a proper subspace having the properties that

i) V contains a polynomial of degree j C 1, and

ii) for any a 2 k, there exists some f t/ 2 V such that t a/j divides f t/ i.e.,
such that a is a root of multiplicity at least j of f t/).

Then there exist some a 2 k and some g.t/ 2 V such that t a/jC1 divides g.t/.

Proof. Observe that Dim.kOEt n/ D n C 1. Let r denote Dim.V /. Choose a basis

p1.t/; p2.t/; : : : ; pr t/ of V with the property that

d1 D deg.p1.t// > d2 D deg.p2.t// > > dr D deg.pr t//:

To emphasize its dependence on t, we let D.t/ D W.p1.t/; : :: ; pr t //:

D.t/ D Det 0BB@

p1.t/ p2.t/ pr t /
p.1/

1 t/ p.1/
2 t/ p.1/

r t/

p r 1/
1 t/ p r 1/

2 t/ p r 1/

1CCA

r t/

30)

be the Wronskian. By Corollary 10.3 in the case that p > 0), and Condition i),
D.t/ is not a constant polynomial. In particular, it is not zero.
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We first verify that Dim V D r j C 1. By Condition ii) for any element

a 2 k there exists a non-zero polynomial f t/ D P
r
iD1 ipi t/ in V such that f t/

is divisible by t a/j Consider the system of equations given by the equality

0BB@ 1CCA

f t/
f .1/.t/

f r 1/.t/
D 0BB@

p1.t/ p2.t/ pr t/
p .1/

1 t/ p.1/
2 t/ p.1/

r t/

p r 1/
1 t/ p r 1/

2 t/ p r 1/

1CCA

r t/

1
2

r

0B@ 1CA : 31)

If r < j C 1, then the column on the left of 31) vanishes when evaluated at t D a,
so the fact that f t/ is not zero implies that D.a/ D 0 i.e., a is a root of D.t/). As
this happens for any a in k we have a contradiction to the fact that D.t/ can have

only finitely many roots. Hence, we conclude that r j C 1.
We now proceed to show that some element of V has a root a of multiplicity

j C 1. This would prove the proposition. Suppose to the contrary that there is even

a single element 2 k such that V \U D f0g, where U is the space of all multiples
of t /jC1 in kOEt n. Then the dimension of V is at most equal to the dimension
of kOEt n minus the dimension of U. That is,

r D Dim.V / n C 1/ n C 1 j C 1// D j C 1:

Therefore, for the rest of the proof, we may assume that r D j C 1.
Because the Wronskian D.t/ is not a constant polynomial and the field k is

algebraically closed, D.t/ must have a root a 2 k. Then the determinant of the
matrix

0BB@

p1.a/ p2.a/ pr.a/

p.1/
1 a/ p .1/

2 a/ p.1/
r a/

p r 1/
1 a/ p r 1/

2 a/ p r 1/
r a/

1CCA
32)

is zero, and we must have that its columns are linearly dependent vectors in kr
Suppose that 1; : : : ; r are the coefficients of a non-trivial dependence relation
among the columns. Then we have that if f t/ D P

r
iD1 ipi t /, then f a/ D 0 and

moreover, f i/.a/ D 0 for all i D 1;: : : ; r 1. Therefore f t/ 2 V and a is a root
of f t/ of multiplicity r. This proves the proposition.

Corollary 10.5. Let k be a field of characteristic p 0. Let kOEx; y n denote the
space of homogeneous polynomials of degree n in the variables x and y. Assume
that n < p ifp > 0. Fix an integerj < n. Suppose that V is a subspace of kOEx;y n
having the following properties.

i) The space V contains an element which is not divisible by yn j 1.

ii) For any a 2 k, there exists an element f x;y/ in V such that f x; y/ is divisible
by x ay/j

Then forsomea 2 k,V contains an elementf x; y/ which isdivisible by x ay/jC1.
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Proof. Let
W

kOEx; y n kOEt n be the linear transformation of vector spaces

obtained by sending x to t andy to 1. Then under the isomorphism conditions i) and

ii) of the corollary translate into conditions i) and ii) ofProposition 10.4. Moreover,
the conclusion of Proposition 10.4 translates to the conclusion of the corollary.

11. Cyclic modules of constant Jordan type

Our objective in this section is to show that any cyclic module of constant Jordan type
is a quotient of the algebra by a power of the augmentation ideal of the algebra. We
break up the argument into two cases. For the first case, Theorem 11.1 completely
settles the case of a field of characteristic 0 and goes a part of the way to verifying
this result for fields of positive characteristic.

Theorem 11.1. Let k be a field of any characteristic. Consider a cyclic kOEx; y -

module M which is finite dimensional and has constant Jordan type. Assume that x
and y act as nilpotent operators on M. Let m 2 M be a generator and let n be the
least integer such that xnC1m D 0. So xn m ¤ 0. If k has positive characteristic
p, then assume that n < p. Then

M ' kOEx;y I nC1

where I D x; y/ kOEx; y denotes the augmentation ideal.

Proof. Observe that the hypothesis that M has constant Jordan type implies that

x C ay/nC1m D 0 for all a in k. Also we may assume that n > 0 since otherwise

M ' k. Hence, all monomials in x, y of degree nC1 killM, so thatM is a quotient
of kOEx;y I nC1. Note here that even in the case that k is the prime field with p
elements, the assumption that n < p assures us that the elements x C ay/nC1 span

the space of all homogeneous polynomials of degree n C 1 in kOEx; y
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the field k is algebraically closed.

That is, suppose that K is the algebraic closure of k. BecauseM has constant Jordan
type, so also does K k M. Also, since K k is an exact functor, a proof that

K k M ' KOEx;y I0/nC1 implies thatM ' kOEx; y InC1 where I 0 D K I is
the augmentation ideal of KOEx;y Hence we assume that k D K.

Our strategy is to show that the Jordan type ofM has nC1 blocks, one of size j
for each 1 j nC1, thereby showing that the induced map kOEx;y I nC1 M
is an isomorphism. Note that there is exactly one block of size j D n C 1, since the
number of blocks of M of size n C 1 equals Dim.xn M/. Yet, xn M D hxnmi,
and hence has dimension 1.

We proceed by downward induction on j We assume that the Jordan type of M
has exactly 1 block each of size n C 1; : : : ;j C 1. In other words, we assume that
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elements in the set

fm; : : :; xnm; ym;xym; : : : ; xn 1ym;: : : ; yn jm; : : : ;x j yn jmg

D fx
eyfm j 0 e C f n; f n j g

are linearly independent. This condition is equivalent to the condition that the
elements in the set

S D fx
nm; xn 1ym; :: : ;xj yn jmg D fx

eyf m j e C f D n; f n j g 33)

are linearly independent. Somis not annihilated by any homogeneous polynomial of
degree n divisible by xj Because M has constant Jordan type, m is not annihilated
by any homogeneous polynomial divisible by x ay/j for any a in k.

Suppose that M does not have a block of size j Then xj 1yn jC1m is a linear
combination of the elements in S. That is, m is annihilated by some homogeneous
polynomial of degree n divisible by xj 1. We may repeat verbatim this discussion
with x replaced by x ay for any a 2 k. We conclude that m is annihilated by some

homogeneous polynomial of degree n divisible by x ay/j 1 for any a 2 k.
Let V denote the vector space of all homogeneous polynomials f x; y/ of degree

n which annihilate m. By the above, we have that V satisfies both conditions i)
and ii) of Corollary 10.5. Consequently, that corollary tells us that V contains a

polynomial f x; y/ which is divisible by x ay/j for some a 2 k. But this is a

contradiction. So there must also be a block of size j
As we see in Corollary 11.3, the following theorem together with Theorem 11.1

easily implies the identification of all cyclic kG-modules of constant Jordan type.

Theorem 11.2. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0. Assume that M is a cyclic
kOEx; y xp; yp/-module of constant Jordan type such that xp 1 M 6D 0. Set s
equal to the number of Jordan blocks of M of size p. Then s > 0 and

M ' A=IpCs 1;

where I D x; y/ is the augmentation ideal of A.

Proof. As in the proof of the last theorem, we can assume that the field k is
algebraically closed. Let Ax D kOEx xp/ A. The constant) Jordan type of M is
the type of M as an Ax-module. We readily verify that A=IpCs 1 has Jordan type
sOEp C OEp 1 C COEs

The number of blocks of size p of M as an Ax-module equals the dimension of
N D xp 1M. Note that N is a module over Ay of dimension s and is generated

by xp 1m. Consequently, ysN D 0, and we must have also that xp 1ysm D 0.
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BecauseM has constant Jordan type, we conclude that x y/p 1ytm D 0 for any

2 k, any t s. This implies that

x iyjm D 0; i C j p 1 C s: 34)

Hence, A M factors through the surjection A A=IpCs 1. In particular, to
prove the theorem it suffices to prove that the Jordan type ofM is the same as that of
A=IpCs 1 as an Ax-module.

We proceed as follows. Suppose that the Jordan type of M includes s blocks of
length p and also exactly one block of each size p 1; p 2; :: : ; p j C1. That is
suppose that p j is the largest integer such that there is no block of size p j for
p j s. As an Ax-module, the blocks of size p can be assumed to be generated

by m; ym; : : : ; ys 1m, as discussed before. The block of size s i is generated by
ys 1Cim, for i D 1; : : : ; j 1. Hence the sum of the Ax-socles of these blocks is
spanned by the set of elements S D S1 [ S2 where

S1 D fx
p 1m; xp 1ym; : : : ; xp 1ys 2

mg
and

S2 D fxp 1ys 1m; : : : ; xp j ysCj 2
mg:

Because these elements lie in different blocks of M as an Ax-module, they must
be k-linearly independent. Moreover, each is annihilated by multiplication by x.
Because there is no block of size p j we must have that there exist scalars

a0; : :: ; as 2;b1; : : : ; bj such that

xp j 1ysCj 1m D
s 2

X
iD0

aixp 1y i
C

j
X
iD1

bixp iysCi 2: 35)

Multiplying by y, which annihilates all of the terms of degree p Cs 2, we get that

a0xp 1ym C a1xp 1y2
mC Cas 2xp 1ys 1m D 0

Hence the linear independence of the elements in the set S implies that ai D 0 for all

i Consequently by equation 35), there exists a homogeneous polynomial f x; y/
of degree p 1 in kOEx; y with the properties that

f x; y/ys 1m D 0;

and that f x; y/ is divisible by xp j 1.

Now let V be the k-space of all those elements f x; y/ in kOEx;y p 1 for which

f x;y/ys 1m D 0. We have shown that V contains an element which is divisible by
xp j 1. We can repeat the same argument with x replaced by x ay for any a 2 k.
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Hence, V must contain an element which is divisible by x ay/p j 1 for any a
in k. This says that V satisfies condition ii) of the hypothesis of Corollary 10.5.

Next we want to check that condition i) of the hypothesis of Corollary 10.5 is
satisfied at least for some choice of the variables. Suppose not. Then we must have

that V contains every polynomial of the form x ay/p j 1yj for every a 2 k. That
is, for every a 2 k, V must contain a non-zero polynomial which is divisible by both

x ay/p j 1 and yj Because the elements are relatively prime, that polynomial
must be a scalar multiple of the product of the two. Recalling the definition of the
space V we see that for every a 2 k we have that

x ay/p j 1ysCj 1m D 0:

BecauseM has constant Jordan type we can make linear changes in the variables and
repeat all of the same arguments. That is we can let xN D ax Cby and yN D cx Cdy,
as long as the vectors a; b/ and c;d/ are linearly independent in k2. If condition i)
fails for xN and yN, then we have that

ax C by/p j 1 cx C dy/sCj 1m D 0

Now the elements ax C by/p j 1.cx C dy/sCj 1 span I p s 2. Hence if condition

i) fails for all such choices of xN D axCby and
yN D cxCdy we must have that

Ip s 2M D f0g which contradicts our hypothesis that there are s blocks of size p
in the Jordan type of M.

From all of the above, we may assume that conditions i) and ii)of Corollary 10.5
are satisfied. Hence the corollary implies that some element f x;y/ of V is divisible
by x ay/p j for some a 2 k. Indeed, making the change of variables, replacing

x ay by x, we may assume that there is a non-zero polynomial g.x; y/ of degree

j 1 such that g.x;y/xp j 1 is contained in V Hence,

g.x; y/y s 1xp 1m D 0:

This relation contradicts the linear independence of the set S, and hence, proves the
theorem.

Corollary 11.3. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0. Suppose that A D
kOEx; y xp; yp/ is the group algebra of an elementary abelian p-group of rank 2.
If M D A m is a cyclic A-module having constant Jordan type, then M Š A=It
for some t where I is the augmentation ideal of A.

Proof. If xp 1m D 0, then we may regardM simply as a kOEx; y -module and invoke
Theorem 11.1 to prove the result. Otherwise we apply Theorem 11.2.
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12. Further determination of bundles

In this final section, we consider the bundles on P1 associated to certain kG-modules
which we have considered. We use the notation of Section 6.

Proposition 12.1. Suppose that M is a module of constant rank. Then we have that

K.M/ D P1.k/M. That is, if ` D ax C by with a; b/ ¤ .0; 0/ then Ker f`W M
Mg K.M/. Consequently, if M is a module of constant rank, then

Ker f` W M Mg D Ker f`W K.M/ K.M/g:

Proof. The proof of the first assertion is a straightforward application of Proposition

7.6. The second assertion follows from the first, because one always has the
inclusion Ker f` W K.M/ K.M/g Ker f` W M Mg.

Proposition 12.1 has the following “geometric formulation”, for the operator

z‚G on O M respectively, O K.M/) has kernel above ` 2 P1.k/ given by
Ker f`W M Mg resp., Ker f`W K.M/ K.M/g).

Proposition 12.2. Suppose that M is a module of constant rank. Then we have a

coincidence of kernel bundles:

Ker fz‚G;O Mg D Ker fz‚G; O K.M/g:

We apply Proposition 12.2 to compute explicitly the kernel bundles for all cyclic
kG-modules of constant Jordan type.

Proposition 12.3. Let M be a cyclic kG-module of constant Jordan type, so that

M ' kG=I t for some 1 t 2p.

1) If t p, then Ker fz‚G; O Mg is a free O-module of rank t

2) If t > p, then K.M/ D K.Wp;t pC1/, so that

Ker fz‚G; O Mg ' Ker fz‚G; O Wt pC1;p/g

is explicitly determined by Proposition 6.4.

Proof. If t p, then the kernel of the endomorphism a;b/.u/ on M is the socle of
M for any a;b W

kOEu up/ kG with .0; 0/ 6D a;b/. This immediately implies
part 1).

By Proposition 12.2 and the fact that Wp;t pC1
equals its own generic kernel, in

order to prove part 3) it suffices to verify the equality K.M/ D K.Wp;t pC1/. This
is easily done by inspection.
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The generic kernels for the modules n.k/ are calculated in Example 7.12. This
information is used in the proof of the following.

Proposition 12.4. Suppose thatn > 1, then there are short exact sequences of vector
bundles

0 Ker fz‚G; O Wp 1;p 1g°n Ker fz‚G; O 2n 1 k/g
O. np C 1/ 0

36)

and

0 Ker fz‚G;O Wp;p 1g°n Ker fz‚G;O 2n k/g

O. np/ 0:
37)

If 2 Hn G; k/ is nilpotent, then the module L has constant rank, though not
constant Jordan type. In this case we calculate that

Ker fz‚G; O L g ' Ker fz‚G;O 2n k/g:

Proof. From Example 7.12, K. 2n 1.k//= Rad2 K. 2n 1.k/// Š Wnp;2. Thus,

the kernel of z‚G on the top head) ofO K. 2n 1.k// is isomorphic toO. npC1/
exactly as in Example 6.3. Consequently, by Proposition 12.2 we need only compute
the kernel of z‚G on O Rad.K. 2n 1.k///. However, an easy computation reveals
that Rad.K. 2n 1.k/// is isomorphic to a direct sum of n copies of Wp 1;p 1. This
verifies the exactness of the first sequence. The verification of the second is similar.

We calculate that K. 2n.k//= Rad.K. 2n.k/// Š WnpC1;2 and hence, the
contribution of the top ofK. 2n.k/// to thekernel of z‚G is a copyof the bundleO. np/
as in Example 6.3. Finally, weobserve that Rad.K. 2n.k/// is isomorphic to a direct
sum of n copies of Wp;p 1 and we are done.

The last statement follows also from the calculation of Example 7.13.
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